Clinical and Administrative Policies and Procedures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Rights of Clients</th>
<th>Policy: 12.04.FL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Auxiliary Aid Plan for Clients with Special Communication Needs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Purpose:**

A. To reduce communication barriers to ensure access to services, timely treatment, and enhance treatment outcomes.

B. To ensure compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act.

**Scope:**

All Centerstone FL Workforce

**Policy:**

It is the policy of Centerstone to comply with the deaf and hard of hearing requirements and meet the requirements pursuant to Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act and the Americans with Disability Act (ADA). Hearing/Language Interpreter services will be provided to all Centerstone clients who have communication needs. Centerstone staff will be expected to provide interpreter services when directed by their program manager.

Employees of Centerstone are initially trained on the requirements for the deaf and hard of hearing during their first week of orientation, but no later than 60 days from the commencement of employment. Refresher training on how to provide assistance to persons who are deaf or hard of hearing, persons with disabilities, and those who are limited English proficient is conducted on an annual basis for all employees with direct client contact.

**Procedure:**

A. As part of the initial intake process, all clients will be screened for speech or hearing impairment or other language barriers.

1. If the client has already had such an evaluation and the communication barrier still exists, then Centerstone staff will arrange for interpreter services.
B. The Human Resources Department will maintain a current list of staff, volunteers, or community resources, who are bilingual and/or proficient in sign language. This list will be updated at least bi-annually. In addition, Florida Relay Service 800-955-8771 (TDD) and Stratus are also available.

C. Requests for reasonable accommodations for person served will be processed through the Quality Improvement Department in collaboration with the program management of the program providing services to the person served.

D. When it is determined that a client needs language interpreter services, Stratus, or Centerstone staff, should be the first resource activated. Community resources will only be activated when Stratus or Centerstone staff members with the required skill(s) are not available. These resources will be arranged through the program manager(s).

E. For all deaf and hard of hearing clients/companions in need of auxiliary aids, these services will be offered at no additional cost as per Federal Law and contractual agreement. Centerstone has assigned a Single Point of Contact (SPOC) who is responsible for maintaining files that document the required information for the deaf and hard of hearing.

F. Posters containing information about the availability of auxiliary aids and Limited English Proficiency are in all of Centerstone facilities. The posters will include the Interpreter services for the deaf and hard of hearing poster, the DCF Non-Discrimination poster, and the Limited English proficient poster.

G. All interpreters will be required to sign a Confidentiality Statement or sign a Business Associate Agreement.

H. It is expected that Centerstone staff will make themselves available to provide needed interpreter services and that program managers will facilitate and support this request.

I. Each program will designate a staff person, who will be responsible for coordinating all requests for interpreter services, and who will obtain the interpreter when consultations or other services are needed. External resources include, but are not limited to:

* Family or friends – Due to the complicated nature of medical services, use of family or friends as language interpreters is inappropriate and should be used only in emergency situations until a competent language translator is found. A release of information must be obtained when using family members as interpreters in these emergencies.
* Language Bank Directory (access through First Call for Help).

* Contractual arrangements with community-based professionals, who are certified in American Sign Language.

J. Due to the low incidence of visually challenged clients, accommodations will be made on an individualized basis for such clients seeking services.

**Deaf and Hard of Hearing Procedures**

1. Designated staff will complete the “Customer/Companion Communication Assessment and Auxiliary Aid/Service Record” form with client/companion to determine the client/companion’s preferred method of communication.

2. If the client/companion has a scheduled appointment, the preferred method of communication shall be available at the time of the appointment. If for any reason the preferred method of communication is unavailable, a reasonable substitute will be available as soon as possible, but no later than two hours after the scheduled appointment. SPOC or designee will ensure that the preferred method of communication is available within two hours (or no later than twenty-four (24) hours) of a non-scheduled appointment when client/customer is deaf or hard of hearing. If an auxiliary aid or service is found to be ineffective, SPOC or designee shall re-assess to determine an alternative form of communication that will be used in order to ensure the client/companion fully understands the information that is being provided.

3. In no event will an auxiliary aid or service to a client or companion who is deaf or hard of hearing be denied.

4. If auxiliary aid/services are waived then designated staff completes the “Customer or Companion Waiver for Free Interpreter Service” with the client/companion. Please note if aides/services are waived a re-assessment can be completed at any time (upon customer request or if circumstances change).

5. If auxiliary aid/services are requested they are to be documented in the “Customer/Companion Communication Assessment and Auxiliary Aid/Service Record” form.

6. For every face to face service a new “Customer/Companion Communication Assessment and Auxiliary Aid/Service Record” and “Customer or Companion waiver for free Interpreter Service” form must be completed.

7. All “Customer/Companion Communication Assessment and Auxiliary Aid/Service Record” forms and “Customer or Companion Waiver for Free Interpreter Service” forms must be filed in the chart.
8. Arrangements for Certified interpreters (when requested) will be made for the certified interpreter to be available at the time of the scheduled appointments for Deaf and Hard of Hearing clients/companions. Verification of the interpreter’s certification is the responsibility of the agency providing the service. Verification can be obtained from the agency upon request. When a Certified Interpreter is provided, a Customer Feedback form will be given to the client and staff will document in the EMR that a Customer Feedback Form was given and if the services were effective.

9. The staff scheduling the appointment will be responsible for scheduling the interpreter if requested. Code T1013 will be used when an interpreter is scheduled for tracking purposes. If appointment needs to be cancelled, the staff cancelling the appointment is responsible for cancelling the interpreter as well.

10. Arrangements for a qualified foreign language interpreters (when requested) will be made available at the time of the scheduled appointments for Deaf and Hard of Hearing clients/companions. Verification of the interpreter’s certification is the responsibility of the agency providing the service. Verification can be obtained from the agency upon request.

11. To use Florida Relay Service, staff are to dial 7-1-1 or use the following toll free numbers:

   - 1-800-955-8771 (TTY)
   - 1-800-955-8770 (Voice)
   - 1-800-955-3771 (ASCII)
   - 1-877-955-8260 (VCO-Direct)
   - 1-800-955-5334 (STS)
   - 1-877-955-8773 (Spanish)
   - 1-877-955-8707 (French Creole)

If an employee of Centerstone is assisting a deaf or hard of hearing client/companion and is unfamiliar with an auxiliary aid or service requested, the employee may contact the SPOC or designee, or if the SPOC or designee is unavailable, the employee can reference this policy for guidance.

If Centerstone holds a public meeting, conference, or seminar, an addendum to the documents advertising the events will be added, stating “pursuant to the provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act, any person requiring special accommodations to participate in these meetings is asked to advise the agency at least 72 hours before the meeting by contacting the Administration Office at 941-782-4299 who will contact the SPOC. If you are hearing or speech impaired, please contact the agency using the Florida Relay Service 800-955-8771 (TDD) or 800-955-8770 (Voice).
A link to this policy is posted on the Centerstone website to be available to the public for informational purposes for both individuals and organizations. Printed documents (including this policy) may be made available in alternate formats upon request to assist in ensuring effective communication and will depend upon the client or companion’s preferred method.